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__________E_·ditoria~l_ _ __
Let knowledge grow from more to more,
But more of reverence in us dwell;
That mind and soul, according well,
May make one music as before.
-Alfred Tennyson
When I take a more than passing interest ih some well-known person, I pray for him or her.
In the last few years, I've prayed for people like Harrison Ford, Berke Breathed, Princess Diana,
and Tillie Olsen. I pray for these people because I admire them and I (selfishly) want them to
go to heaven. I figure my prayers cannot harm them, and even if my prayers for Berke Breathed
did "cause" him to break his back in a flying accident, God might use opportunities like that
to work out the details of my prayer-namely, that Berke would be saved.
Another person on whom I inflict my semi-selfish prayers is Frederick Manfred, a graduate
of Calvin, a resident of his own legendary Siouxland, '' and one of the so-called renegade
novelists" who, like Peter DeVries, seems to have rejected his faith while retaining its heritage.
Well over six feet tall, Manfred still has fingers that are better suited to spanning basketballs (as
they did in his years at Calvin) than they are to pecking tiny black typewriter keys.
I met Manfred over two years ago when I attended Dordt College. Professor James Schaap
took his fiction writing class to Manfred's home in Luverne, Minnesota. Built into the side of
a hill overlooking a road and spacious farmland, Manfred's self-designed home says as much
about him as his books. The three sets of sliding glass doors reveal a man who wants to look
out over the whole world. The stone walls speak of his Dutch stubbornness, his conviction that
his way is right for him. The fire burning in the corner fireplace is as welcoming as one of Manfred's sidelong, shy smiles, and one newly constructed empty room awaits a woman to fill it.
"Upstairs" (on top of the hill) is his hexagonal writing office, glassed in on all sides except for
the side by his writing desk, as if Manfred realizes that there he has to start looking inside himself
for the words that will describe the world beyond his glass and stone walls.
As an aspiring writer, I loved my visits with Manfred. I could see for myself those mysterious
sacred objects of a writer: an old English term paper marked with a C-, a battered manual
typewriter, a large outline for a novel tacked up over the desk. I was free too to ask any deep
or shallow question that entered my mind. Once I even asked Manfred why he wrote so many
sexual scenes into his novels. He replied that the Bible never shied away from the subject of sex;
in fact, "Onan spilled it on the ground."
Some time passed before I could ask Manfred any more questions, although I continued to
think about him and pray for him. Then he came to Calvin in February, and I went to hear his
lecture. I was going to talk to him after his lecture, but he was surrounded by mature, intelligent
adults, and I suddenly felt as if I were about three years old. I left without speaking to him.
A few days later I heard that Manfred had been asking about me, having remembered me in
part because of the question I'd asked him about his use of sex and also because someone had
been sending him Dialogues. Flattered, I decided to write him a letter. I had wanted to write him
for a long time because I was concerned about him-yes, I worried about his spiritual condition.''
A person's spiritual well-being isn't as easily inquired about as his physical well-being. You
can't ask brightly, "So how are you and God getting along these days?" with one ear shut to
the answer, and there's no "I'm fine" phrase to deflect the question. If a person is unmannerly
enough to-_ask such a question (and somehow I was), that person wants to know the answer.
So I wrote, and I as_ked. I said, "I know that whenever anyone asks you about your religion,
you start talking about the devoutness of your mother. But I've never heard you say what you
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believe. What do you believe?" I knew in my narrow little mind what I wanted him to answer;
I also knew what he would answer, and it wouldn't be Jesus Christ.
It wasn't. He wrote of how, if you are brought up in a Christian home, by age twelve it's impossible to escape-you are "born in God." Then he gently shook his long finger at me, writing,
''What sometimes distresses me is that the CRC members feel they have to push their religion
at others, as if they can't stand the thought that some people don't think as they do .... The
CR Cs are going to be mighty surprised when they discover on Judgment day that the Good Lord
has decided to accept the applications into glory from Brahrnins, Buddhists, Mohammedans, and
even decent atheists, simply on the ground that He has a very rich mind and will be bored stiff
with the talk of CR C ministers.'' Then Manfred wrote, ''If God doesn't like rn y kind of inquiring
mind, well, then He'll have to do without it."
I want to agree with Manfred if only because I dislike the thought of anyone going to hell.
But there's something wrong with his criteria for salvation. If it's an inquiring mind that pleases
God, then every c0'1.lege and university will be raptured en rnasse. However, I know I'm no more
acceptable to God because I have more questions about Hirn after having thirteen years of schooling
crammed into my head. God doesn't give a damning out to the retarded, nor does he necessarily
save the Nietzschian supermen.
Yet I love and respect people like Manfred for their intelligence and talents, and I often wonder
if I could be a Christian if God didn't sometimes select the intelligent to believe in Him. Thankfully,
I know God won't let me learn my way out of Christianity, nor will he let me lose my mind
by having too much of a mind. This feeling I have, this faith I have, goes much, much deeper
than that catchphrase "perseverance of the saints." It's a conscious submission of my mind to
God's infinitely greater mind, and it's also an unconscious confidence in Hirn that will be with
me even if my mind is ever warped by senility. I will always, always have this faith. Like Manfred, I've been "born in God," I've learned in Hirn, and I'll never graduate from Hirn.

The Long Summer
In 1834 it is May.
The first seeds rest in virgin soil
in fields cleared from hardwood forests
south of Pine Lake,
where cries of migrating geese clutter the air.
Memorial .Day, 1877,
boys swiF01 in the shallows off Baumann's dock
and run dripping at the sound of the whistle
to admire
the steaming train unloading vacationers from Detroit.
In late June
the mournful notes of "The Old Rugged Cross"
drift over rainswept waves from the camp meeting
to eastshore cottages,
where the rain beats its rhythm on stiuttered windows.
On the Fourth of July
fireworks explode, a carnival of lights
over crowds gathered at the amusement park.
The boys are home
and they dance at the North Shore Club .
At the end of July
sun flashes off chrome-trimmed convertibles
as teenagers lie on the beach and listen to Elvis.
Speed boats roar
and the Tigers win seven to three.
In the August heat
crowds abandon the amusement park in favor of the water.
People whisper about the commune across the lake
and listen anxiously
to the television for news from Vietnam.
By Labor Day
the nights are cool. The rotting rollercoaster collapses.
Distant clouds threaten a picnic lunch,
but the beach is filled
for the last day of summer.
-Tim Jones
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Letters___________

''Beginnings'' Briefly Revisited
Dear Colleagues Howard and Clarence:
Please allow me a single reply to your double response (February Dialogue) to my original
article on "Beginnings" (December Dialogue).
You are agreed in rejecting as unhelpful the
distinction I make between "creating-time"
and "creational-time." It is "neither attractive
nor helpful," says Howard. It is "not at all
helpful,'' adds Clarence. Such mere assertions
are, of course, not very decisive, nor convincing. Reasons need to be advanced, if such nonargued statements are to be ''helpful'' in advancing the discussion. To cry "unhelpful!"
simply begs the question. "Unhelpful" unto
what? The case for this "creating-time" I
"creational-time" distinction, if given a chance,
just might prove to be very "helpful" in breaking through the seemingly interminable
stalemates between conventional crea. tionist/evolutionist theories.
''The distinction between those two kinds
of time'' appears to Howard ''as something injected into the [Biblical] text (perhaps from a
favored philosophical system) rather than
drawn from it-eisogesisfa place of exegesis."
But certainly I am not to conclude from thisam I?-that my respondent(s) pretend that
their views are philosophically uncommitted.
I wager that they too have some '' favored
philosophical system.''
And please don't cast off your prophetic
mantle so easily by saying that this is "a mat8
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ter for biblical scholars to settle,'' leaving it ti
my '' professional colleagues in the Religim
and Theology Department to evaluate.'' Y01
who work in physics, earth science, anc
astronomy must also assume responsibility fo
thinking biblically about these questions o
''beginnings.'' Besides, my departmental col
leagues, and I with them, have long ago relin
quished our dubious role as '' the queen of th(
sciences.''
Speaking of "eisogesis," moreover, readin~
billions of years into or out of or alongside oJ
the Genesis account is hardly less open to thE
charge of eisogetical manipulation of thE
biblical text.
But then, perhaps all talk of "years" or
"days" is irrelevant. Howard apparently
thinks so, saying that I place "an inordinate
emphasis on the matter of time.'' And
Clarence adds that my distinction is "completely arbitrary.'' Their antidote is a heavy
and repeated affirmation of history. ''We are
better served," says Clarence, "to take history
more seriously than that." And, according to
Howard, '' the creation and its formative
history are the proper objects of empirical
study." But, my dear colleagues, you cannot
have it both ways! Once you are '' convinced
that the creation narratives are not about time
at all-not 'creating-time,' not 'creationaltime,' not short time, not long time, not any
kind of time'' -once you have assumed that
dogmatic position, you cannot then come back

1d appeal so emphatically to history. For,
-hatever else history is, it is unthinkable apart
om some sort of temporal sequence. In this
1se, as I argued, the unfolding biblical story
four world-in-the-making is qualified best by
1e concept creating-time.''
One of the unique marks of the entire sweep
f biblical revelation, in distinction from the
holy books" of many other religions, is its
.own-to-earth temporality, its recording of a
uccession of moments in a linear movement
hrough time and history. It would indeed be
xceedingly strange if the Genesis narratives
hould turn out to be time-less-("not any
:ind of time,'' as you say)-thus forming the
me grand exception to this biblical rule.
In view of these considerations, to label my
nterpretation of "beginnings" as "mere illu:ion, '' or to relegate it to the realm of
>bscurantist speculation by equating it with
he "apparent-age hypothesis," says less
1bout this alternative viewpoint than about the
miformitarianistic assumptions which under;ird conventional theories. I therefore invite
you, my colleagues, to try to wal~ a mile or
,o in my shoes.
Off hand, I would have anticipated a more
Jpen attitude toward such a '' third way'' proposal. After all, if I understand your approach
to "beginnings," you stress heavily the
developmental nature of these origins. If
everything underwent a process of evolvement, is it not passing strange to think of time
11

as the single exception within this construct?
Time is, after all, an integral dimension of all
created reality.
And by the way, my inquiry into the
creating-time'' I' creational-time'' hermeneutic
relies on more than popular level magazines
and books."
11
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Gordon Spykman

P. S. A word of thanks to Mike Rubingh for his
historical note. Mea culpa. Augustine said it
before Luther, and perhaps better than Luther.
Let us give credit where credit is due.

Dear Editor:
In recent articles in this journal and
elsewhere, Profs. Wolterstorff and Oppewal
have argued that the disciplinary model of curriculum in place at Calvin for the last twenty
years no longer serves us well because it does
not respond adequately to the wounds of
humanity" or give "adequate answer to our
cries and tears." The claim seems to be that
issues of biblically-defined social justice are not
given sufficient attention in the Calvin curriculum. Most of this criticism comes from outside the social science division of the college,
and may be based on lack of awareness of
what actually is taught in the social sciences
at Calvin. Let me assure my colleagues that
matters of social justice are, and long have
11
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been, at the core of what is taught in the social
sciences at this college.
Prof. Wolterstorff distinguishes a number of
models of Christian education and puts forward the one that is his favorite, one based on
the concept of shalom. But in categorizing the
humanist, academic discipline, socialization,
and shalom models, I believe that Wolterstorff
has suggested incompatibility where in fact
there are close connections. Indeed, it seems
to me that these different "models" are merely
different stages of the same argument concerning how Christian higher education ought to
be accomplished. Let me explain the way this
argument or vision applies to Calvin.
Calvin College has been an institution of
undergraduate professional education since
the day it opened 110 years ago. Beginning as
a college for the clergy, after fifty years it
branched out into teacher education. Engineering came in the 1930' s, business in the 1940' s,
nursing in the 1950' s, and so on. The pace of
creation of new professional programs accelerated in the 1970' s and 80' s, but this should
not obscure the fact that the bulk of Calvin's
students have always been enrolled in professional programs.
The college's genius and the reason for its
success was the recognition that Christian
undergraduate professional education required that students have broad education in
the liberal disciplines. Of course, many colleges insist that professional students take
10 Dia loP-nP

liberal arts courses as an intrinsic part of thei
programs. It is the only way to be sure tha
students will be able to keep up with thei
fields and be able to approach and solve novE
problems. But Calvin also realized that Chris
tian undergraduate professional students nee<
to acquire a knowledge of the impact their lifi
and professional practice could and shoulc
have on society generally. Professional course:
emphasize the immediate impact of the pro
fessional' s actions on clients and on the institu
tions of which the professional is a part. The)
emphasize the need for the professional tc
gain control over the situation at hand, and tc
achieve a technically elegant solution that wit
serve the interest of the professional and hiE
institution. The liberal disciplines are necessary to get students beyond the narrowness
of this professional point of view. Students
must come to an understanding of the requirements of a just society and the causal
links between their own behavior and the
achievement of justice. Christian liberal arts
courses broaden the students' perspectives,
deepen their understanding of Christian
values, and explore the links between professional behavior and the achievement of
shalom.
So it is really no surprise that, in spite of our
adherence to a curriculum organized around
the disciplines, we have still put shalom close
to the heart of our teaching. Once you begin
to think about social science from a Christian

)int of view, you can not help being concted by Scripture and by the Spirit of the cen:11 importance of social justice not only as
)rm for society, but as key to organizing and
rwarding our understanding of how society
orks. And a Christian social scientist can not
and in front of a classroom full of future
.anagers, civil servants, journalists, lawyers,
1d social workers without feeling the
~sperate need to liberate their minds to serve
Le vision of the Gospel.
I hold, then, that the disciplinary curriculum
: Calvin College is not at all incompatible with
te objectives of Profs . Wolterstorff and Op2wal. Whether the philosophers realize it or
Jt, I believe we already do a good job
:aching students for justice and peace. But
·hat objection would I have to reorganizing
te curriculum to make shalom even more visile as an organizing element?
My fear is that if we loosen the disciplinary
>eus of the curriculum we will lose the reuirement of rigorous thought about these
JCial questions. I am afraid that we will come
> think that if we cry enough, or mourn
nough, or delight enough, that we can
ispense with trying to achieve a rigorous
nalysis of society. My colleagues will no
oubt protest that this is not their intention,
rhich I am sure is true. But my fears are not
He. In the published literature there already
xist many books which do a fine job of setng out the biblical idea of shalom, accom-

panied by appropriate mourning, outrage, and
delight, which then proceed to put forth inadequate, and sometimes incompetent, social
analysis. This problem knows no political or
ideological bounds, either: Ronald Sider and
Brian Griffiths have both been guilty of it. This
coupling of genuine Christian concern with
bad analytical thinking has two unfortunate
results. First, it misleads many sincere Christians who want to do something to help by giving them incorrect guidance about the effects
of their actions. Second, by putting forth bad
analysis in the name of shalom, it discredits
the concept with those, Christian and nonChristian alike, who are competent social
scientists.
The introduction of "CPOL-like" core
courses on major social-moral issues invites
this problem. With no background in socioanalytical techniques, students would be
unable to cope with the masses of information
that surround these questions. Faculty would
be recruited to teach the courses with no relevant disciplinary background or expertise, by
a process some would say resembles Gen.
Hersey's version of the military draft. No
justice or peace there. With the prospect of
earning core credit, students would have a
tremendous incentive to take these courses
regardless of their interest in them, thus
neglecting other interim offerings. The whole
atmosphere would not be conducive to a
rigorous treatment of these problems.
-rt.! - 1 - - - - -
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Indeed it appears that the Provost has
forgotten that we already have some of these
courses. We have a course in poverty and
development (Economics 337, and it is also
treated in the core economics courses). We
have several courses in the stewardship of
natural resources (Economics 332, Environmental Studies 201 and 202, and treatment in
the economics core courses). There have
already been fine interim courses on women's
issues, nuclear war, and racism, and most of
these topics also have a place in regular
courses. The new courses not only invite problems because of format, but they also duplicate
the content of our current offerings.
Profs. Wolters tor££ and Oppewal have
helped us to think about the role of the liberal
arts in a Christian undergraduate institution
by setting out these various educational
models. But rather than choosing one of them
over the rest, we should use these categories
to redefine and sharpen our thinking about
why and how we teach the liberal disciplines
to our professional students. Each of the
models has something valid to say about different aspects of our educational tasks. But in
our search for appropriate values and attitudes
to serve as our starting point, we must never
undervalue the role of clear and rigorous
analytical thinking. As an institution of higher
learning, that is our unique possession.
-John P. Tiemstra
12 Dialogue

Dear Editor:
Concerning the two articles in the las1
Dialogue which dealt with curriculum revision, I find that both authors overestimate thE
ability of the average (or even superior) collegE
educator to actually teach courses like ''Wat
and Peace in the Nuclear Age," "Technology
and the Christian Life," or "Hunger, Poverty, and Development'' because they severely
underestimate just what would be involved in
making such a course ''pragmatic'' (and I
assume ''pragmatic'' means informing the
students well enough about the topic so that
they can form some kind of worthwhile opinions and then act upon them). Take the particular example of ''War and Peace in the
Nuclear Age" (a topic with which I am
somewhat familiar). An instructor might, in
such a course, discuss some facts about nuclear
weapons and superficially examine some
aspects of current U.S. defense policy, but to
deal with the topic in a way that would actually be "pragmatic" would also require an indepth analysis of other subtopics like war
fighting scenarios, readiness-nonreadiness
scenarios, war material refurbishment capability, civil defense, terminal ABM subsystems,
terminal guidance to target capabilities on
SLBMs, IRBMs, and ICBMs, deterrence
scenarios, counter force-counter value
targeting, escalation scenarios, outbreak
scenarios, and so on. To complicate matters,
much of what is "known" about these topics

no better than opinion (some opinions of
'hich are better than others, but deciding beveen any two which is best is a near imposble task). "War and Peace in the Nuclear
.ge" is a huge subject. Anyone who adocates the teaching of such a course is in aciality advocating the teaching of some other
:m rse better called: ''Just a Very Few Things
1at Relate in Some Way (We're Not Sure
low) to Some Opinions on War and Peace
nd Nuclear Stuff that Will at Best be Confus1g and More than Likely Erroneous."
To suggest that a "meaningful" or
'pragmatic" course can be taught on "War
.nd Peace in the Nuclear Age'' in the space
,f an interim is sheer intellectual dishonesty .
~o one in his right mind would suggest that
m average college freshman with one
,emester of Physics 110 under his belt would
,e likely to have an opinion that was worth
mything on recent developments in the field
)f quantum chromodynamics . Why then
Nould anyone feel that an average college stuient with one interim of ''War and Peace in
:he Nuclear Age, " a topic vastly more comJlex than physics, would gain an opinion
worth acting upon on that issue?
"Hunger, Poverty, and Development,"
"Technology and the Christian Life," and all
those other courses listed by Dr. Oppewal' s
asterisk, are equally complicated and tricky
issues. A teacher could not do justice to them
in an interim, or a semester, or in a year, or

perhaps even in four years of study. It is time
certain faculty members stopped pretending
that any teacher could, or even should, do this
and spend more time on getting classes offered
during interim that can be taught, like courses
that will fit into our majors . Now that's
pragmatic.
-Jeff Kooistra

To the Editor:
I read the articles by Professors W olterstorff
and Oppewal with much interest. To as great
an extent as possible, I will respond only to
Professor Oppewal, however.
Professor Oppewal refers to three views on
curriculum: the pragmatic, the classical, and
the disciplinary. He then proceeds to delineate
these views and to support the pragmatic. I
wonder if it would not be possible to combine
all three in some fashion. On the one hand,
it is good and necessary to study real problems
in a real world as the pragmatists would have
it; on the other hand, it is necessary to
establish firm general principals which can be
applied in an ever-changing world from a
more abstract position-as the classicists
would have it, and that can be done just as
easily in a disciplinary division of subject matter as any other.
It's a matter of studying both the trees and
the forest. So we study Nicaragua/Central
Dialoe:ue 13

The Power of the Lord

America, South Africa/racism, and Israel/Middle East, but we also study literature,
philosophy, history, ethics, and so on. We
study mathematics-but also the theory of
numbers. We study human anatomy-but also
cellular biology. Can we not study Plato,
Aristotle, Kant, and Kuyper with their theories
of justice, ethics, and government-and also
Nicaragua's problems and South Africa's turmoil? I not only think we can, but we must.
There must be room for Aristophanes and
Gorbachev.
You see, what I as a student hope to achieve
through my studies is a well-rounded education that will help to give me wisdom and
culture. Much as that may seem an unlikely
end to those who know me, it is what I strive
for. I also strive to be a good scholar, but I
refuse to shut myself up in an ivory tower. My
education should encourage both scholarship
and "real world" thinking. Being so educated-in Shakespeare, Milton, Greek, German, History, and Philosophy-it is my
sincere hope and prayer that God may find me
to be a fitting instrument for the building up
of his kingdom.
-Eric B. Verhulst

14
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Walk through great flaps
of the tent left surplus from the Korean War.
And on in, up the sawdust
even real sawdust and it's 1979
and still sawdust.
And oh the meeting begins
and heavy bosomed perspiring women
sing, sway like sisters and
the preacher accompanies on accordion
and oh people clap and yell. Some cry.
And make an offering time comes and oh
four big men carry the plate
-a 50 gallon oil drum on two poleslike the ark of the covenant down
the main center sawdust isle.
Coins echo the sister's tambourine.
And more singing. There are tongues and slayings
and one rolls under the benches and stops
by the upright piano. And the healing begins.
And oh they crowd forward; gather
'round the plywood platform stage
and close eyes to see a leg grow.
And oh it surely does and Praise be to God.
And oh the preacher calls all of faith
to tear off eye glasses and smash them,
for to really see the Power of the Lord.
And after prayer, broken temples,
frames, and lenses litter.
Corrected vision glitter.
And oh it costs $87.00 to replace them
ar-id oh the Power of the Lord.
-Michael Hancock

Untitled
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A Spirited Clash

Cynthia Veldheer and Bradley C. Miller
discuss the phenomena of Pentecostalism
-Cynthia Veldheer

Experience has taught me that defending a
position is usually much more difficult than attacking one. For example, it's easy to point out
the inconsistencies of a certain interpretation,
especially when extending the interpretation
to applications. Besides, I'm at that age of life
during which I'm almost expected to rebel
against just about everything. I'm in the age
category whose creed is sex, drugs, alcohol,
and loud syncopated music. I wouldn't be normal if I accepted tradition, if I didn't grab hold
of the new.
Yet there's something new with which I am
uncomfortable, and it's something that my CR
tradition has led me to suspect. I'd like to consider myself to be open-minded, but I see that
my attitude toward my neo-Pentecostal,
charismatic brothers and sisters in Christ is not
one of great respect. In view of the history of
the church, the neo-Pentecostal movement is
new; its very name says it's a new movement.
I respect the movement for its capacity to draw
many people, but I'm strongly suspicious of
its manifestations.
To state my prejudice clearly, I generally
regard those affected by Pentecostalism, those
who consider themselves charismatics, to be
people who experience and show wide variations in emotions; their faith is based more
heavily on the emotional than in intellectual

18 Dialogue

conviction; there is an imbalance of heart
knowledge. That imbalance scares meperhaps I should say threatens me.
That's an open statement of prejudice. Having stated it openly, though, does not justify
it. My experience has led me to this attitude.
Let me tell you why.
At the place where I work during the summer, I meet a great variety of people who seem
to live in different worlds from mine. Yet they,
like the people in my Calvin-world, get curious
expressions on their faces when they hear my
vocational goals of ministry. But that's not the
point.
One day a guy confronted me about my
Christian profession. He asked me, "So you're
a Christian?" He had heard about my vocational goals.
"Yes."
"You've been baptized?"
Something clicked in my head, giving me
the good insight to realize that this guy did not
mean infant baptism. How to respond in a
tactful manner ... "Yes, I was baptized ... a
long time ago," I said cautiously, waiting for
response.
"But what about recently?"
"Well, that's what we call profession of
faith-kind of like your baptism. Our infant
baptism is like a dedication, then we publicly

,rofess our faith when we're older. I did that
1bout six years ago."
He seemed to have little problem with that.
-Iis next question, though, was even better:
'You do speak in tongues, don't you?"
Oh boy, this guy's definitely not CR. He's
Jrobably hardly heard of the CRC. He prob:1.bly thinks I'm trying to hide my beliefs. "No,
: don't speak in tongues," I said. I do know
,ome Greek, a little bit of Dutch, and vaguely
~emember Latin, I thought.
''But you have to speak in tongues,'' he
:;aid, "that's the sign of the Spirit."
"Why do I have to speak in tongues?" I
3.sked him.
''Because the Bible says so-you have to
speak in tongues, it's the sign of the Spirit."
"Yes, it's a sign of the Spirit, "I admitted.
''There are other aspects of the Spirit's
presence, like prophesying .... Hey, did
Jesus speak in tongues?"
The conversation ended quite abruptly after
that. It seemed to me that he was indeed concerned about my spiritual welfare; he wasn't
just trying to show me up. But I resented his
simplistic mindset on this matter-he definitely believed something he had been told by
other people. It's funny that when I later asked
him if he spoke in tongues, if he had a close
relationship to God, his response was that he

used to be saved, but he wasn't anymore. He
might change soon and get back to religion;
right now, though, he wasn't "walking with
the Lord."
It's not a peculiarly charismatic characteristic
for a person to have some uncertainty about
his own faith or assurance of salvation. But
resting one's assurance of faith on the single
criteria of speaking in tongues or attendance
at worship services or right feelings is a pretty uncertain foundation.
The brother of a friend of mine became ·involved with a charismatic church. He was a
real Mr. Nice Guy; he seemed to be an average
CR type with better:.than-average looks. His
attitude toward his family changed significantly as he became increasingly involved in this
church. His family members were hypocrites
to the core, he thought, and he told them so.
He would quote Bible texts in rapid-fire succession to remind them of what they weren't
doing. He had a text for any situation, any
theme.
I recall one conversation I had with him. He
was quoting texts on the theme of the
knowledge of the Lord is his strength; study
to be approved by the Lord; the knowledge of
the Lord brings joy. All the while he was saying these things, which certainly are true, his

face was grim. The joy of knowing Christ
seemed for him like '' tell everyone the bad
news of judgment,'' not the good news of
grace.
One more story; an intimate friend of mine,
in her dissatisfaction with her own CR church,
began attending some meetings of a
charismatic church. She was especially attracted to it because, as she said, "they sing
neat songs there" and "they're active in what
they believe.'' I get the impression that she
likes the people and the minister and the activities because everyone there seems to have
had a great experience with the Lord which
they freely tell others about.
These examples are telling me something.
My friends' attractions to the charismatic
movement are telling me that these churches
are filling a need to which traditional CR and
other Calvinist churches are not responding.
What bugs me is that these bubbly, excited
Christians look at the rest of us-those of us
who might be a little more calm or reserved
or inhibited-as if we're on the highway to
hell. We-the "us" and "them" distinction
arises-don't answer the phone with a ''Praise
the Lord" instead of hello, we don't hug
everyone at Bible study, we don't extend our
arms when we sing. And we probably don't
speak in tongues, not because it's an im?O
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possibility, but because we aren't open to the
reception of such a gift.
I worry about friends and fellow Christians
who get caught up in th~ "experience" of the
Spirit, in feeling good about God. I wonder
what happens when not-so-good feelings
arise, when there's occasion for weeping and
wailing and mourning. When the ashes and
tears need to be made evident, how do
charismatics handle this?
Disclosing my blatant prejudice opens me up
for criticism. Criticizing charismatics and neoPentecostals for their instabilities is easy to do.
And I've attacked specific instances which are
the outcome of some deeper-down ideologies;
in any belief system, the theory doesn't always
consistently pair up in practice. I recognize that
there are treatises on the theological foundations (or lack of theological foundation) of the
neo-Pentecostal movement, but I've merely
tried to expose my prejudice from the people
I have encountered.

2
-Bradley C. Miller

It is natural for anyone to mistrust or
isunderstand a group of people, perspective,
· even ideology with which he is not familiar.
·aditionally, Catholics disliked Calvinists and
1therans, who often returned Catholics the
ime mistrust. The Calvinists and Lutherans
d not even always blend well with each
:her. There was one thing that all three
:oups seemed to be able to agree upon,
Lough-they all disliked the Anabaptists.
Sometimes mistrust arises out of very real
1d substantive disagreements; however,
Liite often the combination of disagreement
1d distance can take on a life of its own and
~tificially widen gaps and deepen antipathies.
believe that this problem of distance is parcularly noticeable in the manner with which
1any traditional Protestants, Reformed peole in particular, approach and perceive the
'. h arismatic or Neo-Pentecostal movement.
ecause there is much misunderstanding
bout just who Neo-Pentecostals are and just
,hat they believe, I think that it is important
J foster discussion about this issue.
To understand Neo-Pentecostals better it is
lrst necessary to outline the shared beliefs
vhich distinguish them as a group of
elievers. After that I will attempt to describe
ne different perspectives and approaches
vithin the Neo-Pentecostal and Pentecostal
1

movements. Finally, I will try to argue in favor
of this movement.
The Pentecostal movement is relatively recent. Although the movement traces its
theology to the New Testament, its origins in
America begin around the turn of the century.
For much of the earlier part of the century,
Pentecostals tended to be labeled with the title "Holy Rollers" and were not readily accepted by the larger, more traditional Protestant denominations. Even the better part of
Evangelicals and fundamentalists were not
amenable to this upstart movement.
Most Pentecostals share a common belief in
the '' gifts of the Holy Spirit'' and the necessity of their practice . The gifts most emphasized include speaking in tongues, prophesying, and healing. The gifts themselves
are all found in the Scriptures . The Apostles
practiced them, and Paul even instructs
churches in his letters in the proper use of
them.
Many Pentecostals have maintained that in
order to receive these gifts one must have a
second baptism, the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. This baptism, the time when the
believer receives the Holy Spirit, is often but
not always distinct from the experience of conversion to Christianity. Their argument in
favor of this second baptism is drawn from cer-

tain passages in Acts which refer to believers
in Christ who had been baptized once and
who received a second ''baptism in the Holy
Spirit'' from the apostles. They also draw their
argument from the personal experience of
being filled up or suddenly excited about their
faith at the same time (often) as they receive
a prayer language (speaking in tongues)
previously unknown to them.
Quite obviously, talk about two baptisms for
the believer, rather than one, created a stir
among most of the rest of Protestant and
Catholic Christianity. That the early Pentecostal movement was not particularly of a
middle-class origin and not entirely coherent
in its theological approach helped, I think, to
compound the problem. The value bases of
Pentecostals and main-line Protestants were
very different. Pentecostals tended to be an
anti-denominational, anti-intellectual lot.
Mainline Protestants were leery of what they
felt to be an endless stream of pronouncements of prophesy from God. Prophesy and
emotionalism seemed to take the place of
solidly biblical theology.
In fact, to many of us the word Pentecostal
conjures up one of many images. We may
think of a group of "Holy Rollers" leaping
church pews and writhing on the floor, or we
may think of someone quizzing us-looking
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for the proof of our salvation in whether WE
speak in tongues or not. Whatever the image
we may see in connection with the word, it is
more often than not foreign, bizarre, and a little too emotional for someone with rational
sensibilities.
Today, however, the old stereotypes for
Pentecostals and their spiritual cousins, NeoPentecostals, are not entirely justified. Just as
it would be wrong to summarily say all
Reformed people do this and this and this and
they believe that and that and that, it is also
wrong to summarily write off anyone who
speaks in tongues. Just as Presbyterians,
Puritans, and Dutch Calvinists are different
manifestations of the Reformed movement, so
too are there many divisions today in the
Pentecostal and Neo-Pentecostal movements.
First, old style Pentecostals still exist. There
are many independent Pentecostal churches or
small denominations which are probably very
similar to the Pentecostals of the past.
However, there are also Pentecostal churches,
like the First Assembly of God here in Grand
Rapids, which are not at all wild and weird.
In fact, the Assembly of God denomination is
one of the largest Protestant denominations in
America and is now often characteristically
middle class in value. This means that the
people who attend these churches are doctors,

achers, businessmen, and average Americans
ho are not particularly interested in joining
cult. Worship services do include speaking
tongues and prophesy, but they also include
blically based teaching and are conducted in
controlled manner.
Even more diverse is the Neo-Pentecostal or
charismatic" movement. This movement
~gan in the 1960' s and consists of people who
:e members of more traditional Protestant
enominations who profess and have exerienced things like prophesy and speaking
L tongues. Some of these people left their
enominations to form independent charistatic churches (these are somewhat different
rnn the two types of Pentecostal churches I
~£erred to above). Many more, however, re1ained in their denominations.
Almost every Protestant denomination, from
resbyterian to Mennonite to CRC, has some
rmrches which have a segment of charismatic
rorshippers. There is also a very large
narismatic movement within the Roman
:atholic Church. The churches at which these
narismatics worship may not be particularly
Jeo-Pentecostal in nature and most certainly
ubscribe to the forms of liturgy for their
.enomination. More significantly, "charis1atic'' people in more traditional mainline
lenominations adhere to the same theologies

their non-charismatic brethren adhere to.
Many might even be reticent about using the
term ''baptism in the Holy Spirit'' to describe
their charismatic experience. They might be
more likely to talk about the '' indwelling of the
Holy Spirit'' and describe it as a time when
they experienced God's blessings in a new
way and became more aware of the Holy
Spirit's work in their life. They would probably
want to say that they received the Holy Spirit
when they received Christ, but their ''second
experience" was a time of profound awakening to some of the manifestations of the Holy
Spirit in their walk with Christ.
One last, unique, and interesting offshoot of
the Neo-Pentecostal movement is the completely Neo-Pentecostal congregation which
remains a part of a larger denomination. I am
aware, for example, of several Episcopalian
churches which are also "charismatic." Theie
churches retain their Episcopalian traditioln
along with the highly structured liturgy that
this entails, but they also include "charismatic'' expression in their worship services.
I was blessed to be present at the wedding
of a friend of mine to an Episcopalian priest,
whose church was Episcopalian as well as
charismatic. The wedding was beautiful. It included communion and all of the forms for an
Episcopalian marriage. Besides classical music
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from a string quartet consisting of the bride's
family members, a full sermon delivered by
the head priest at the church, and a full profession of faith by the bride and groom,
charismatic worship, complete with hand raising and speaking in tongues, was a part of the
service. Liturgy and the Neo-Pentecostal
movement combined in this instance to form
something much better than either could
apart.
This brings me to my last point: why we
should be interested in the practices of NeoPentecostal people. For too long the "indwelling of the Holy Spirit" has been a topic written off by many as simply a lot of emotionalism. Another very pervasive excuse has
been, ''it's just not a part of my tradition even
though it's good for you." Often, a lack of
good theological thinking as well as theological
unity on the part of Pentecostals and
Neo-Pentecostals has been used as an argument for avoiding the movement. These attitudes, in my opinion, are foolhardy.
Everyone who partakes of the body and
blood of Jesus and adheres to his Word gains
some degree of wisdom. Speaking in tongues
and prophesying are Biblical concepts. Often
their applications today may not bear the
unique mark of Reformed theology which all
of us at Calvin like to see, but that does not
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mean they can never become acceptable in a
Reformed context. The millions of Christians
around the world who practice these things
are not completely crazy. Further, if they are
biblical and valid, then we as biblical Christians
should more vigorously pursue these things
and seek to place them in a sound theological
context.
We are missing some of the profound blessings we may receive in Christ and are truncating our ability to serve others as well as
God's creation fully by not becoming as complete Christians as possible. There are a lot of
charismatic and Pentecostal Christians (we
have all met some) who seem to be on a nonstop emotional experience, but there are also
a lot of Reformed Christians (I haye had to defend Reformed perspectives to many because
of these people) who seem to be only doctrinal, judgmental, and often hypocritical. All
Christian persectives could be written off if we
only looked at the imperfect beings practicing
them.
We must come out from behind fearful walls
and further explore the "indwelling of the
Holy Spirit.'' By combining this with the riches
of more traditional approaches we can reap a
wealthy harvest. Charismatic Episcopalians,
charismatic Catholics, charismatic Presbyterians, and many more are discovering that they

:lo not need to sacrifice one tradition for
mother. Since both the charismatic and
Reformed traditions serve God in a strong
way, their combination can be an even more
powerful way of worshiping our Creator in all
we do.·

Lifelines

Kathy Worst
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Words and Works_ _ _ __

Writing is a solitary business. For me
it usually involves closing my bedroom door on a Friday night, opening
the curtains to the black mirror of my
window, and sitting at my desk for
four or five hours, only once or twice
getting up to make a cup of tea.
Although sometimes I can write when
my roommates are around, shutting
off their noise by closing the door, I
do best when the apartment is empty. On certain nights when I want to
write more than do anything else, I
exult when I hear that everyone is going out on a date or working or visiting
home . I cherish my isolation. I spurn
a friend's invitation to go to the
movies; I resent the intrusion of the
girl from upstairs who wants to look
at our tropical fish; I break off the
telephone conversation with Mom as
swiftly as possible. On certain Friday
nights, I even try to enhance my
solitude by locking the door and turning off all the lights but the one at my
desk and, perhaps, imagining myself
as a medieval cleric locked away in a
tower, perhaps imagining that the
light from my window is the sole ray
piercing through the night's blackness.
Those are my romantic moments.
Though exhilarating, they are generally short lived. I seldom go through an
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entire evening of writing without
wishing one of my roommates would
come home early from his date or hoping that some girl would stop by unexpectedly, even if it's only to borrow a
cup of milk for a cake mix. On nights
when my roommates are watching
television or going out to Holly's for
beer and popcorn, as often as not I am
eventually lured out of my isolation:
my desire to be with people often
outweighs my impulse to write . So I
watch M*A *S*H or the World Series
in the living room, or I go out to Holly's, eat popcorn and drink wine (I
always tell my roommates how much
I hate beer), and my pencil just lies on
my desk and the paper remains blank.
I won't even claim that I long for my
pencil and paper all the while I'm out
with friends or roommates or even, on
some Fridays, with a date. That just
wouldn't be true. I enjoy company as
much as anyone else. Writing is fine
when I'm alone and the apartment is
empty, but when friends are around,
I want to be among them, not sitting
cloistered in my room.
Yet I don't think I can separate the
activities of writing and socializing
quite as distinctly as I just have. When
I sit down to write I do indeed require
isolation, but in sitting alone in my
room I do not intend merely to isolate

myself. In writing an essay or a poem
(at present the two genres I'm working in), I always have it in the back of
my mind that I am writing to someone. Sometimes I may try to trick
myself, telling myself that I'm the only
one who will see what I've written,
that I'll dump my poem into the top
drawer on my left as soon as it's
finished. But all the while, I know that
if my poem is any good at all, I'll jump
up as soon as I finish and look for
someone to read it to. I hurry into the
next room, adopt a nonchalant attitude when I see one of my roommates browsing through the newspaper, plop onto the couch, and
casually ask him if he'd like to hear
what I've just written. Before he is
quite sure what's happening, I'll be
launching into a reading of my latest
fifty-line tour-de-force, employing all
the rhetorical bluster I can muster.
When I'm finished, my roommate
only sits with his mouth hanging
open, at best able only to say "yeah,
I like it'' before I head back to my
room to change a few words. Even if
I'm not jubilant about my latest poem
or essay, or if no one's around to be
read to and I put what I've written into
my drawer, I never throw away any
of my penciled works. I save them for
that sometime when I'll have occasion

haul out that poem I've never
Lown anyone and to induce someone
listen to it.
To a certain extent, I write only for
1ose few minutes when, for some
iason, people are willing to indulge
1y egocentrism. I am seldom more
2lighted than when someone tells me
2 likes one of my poems; few things
1ve me more satisfaction than standLg next to someone in the lunch line
'ho wants to discuss my essay that
~cently appeared in Dialogue. In this
~gard, my writing is driven by very
2lfish motives. I want very badly for
eople to say that they like my work.
cannot say, as some writers do, that
write only for myself. I aim to write
ood poems and essays not merely so
1at I can congratulate myself on a job
,ell done, but also so that others will
pp laud my efforts. This craving for
,raise comes naturally enough to
veryone, not just to me when I'm
vriting poetry. Everyone, for the sake
,f his ego or self-image or whatever
·ou want to call it, needs to feel that
Le is outstanding in one area or
.nother. Even if it's something as
tupid as holding the world record for
;oldfish swallowed in one minute (or
,omething as grand as writing a
)etrarchan sonnet), everybody has to
,e able to point to one achievement or

hobby or talent and say, "This is a
good thing." For me, I point to my
essays and poems and, remembering
how much praise they garnered from
Bob, Laurie, and Wally, I say, "These
are good things. I must be okay 'for
writing such good things."
I hope, however, that in unveiling
my work to the world (or to a few
friends) I am doing more than just
begging positive reinforcement from
anyone willing to give it to me; I also
want to engage you, my reader, with
the things I write. First of all, I want
you to enjoy reading what I've written for you. When reading this or any
other essay I've done, I want you to
think, at certain times, "Yes, that's
put just right," or, at other points, to
exclaim, "My goodness, what a
fabulous cumulative sentence he's
written!" After reading my poem
about somebody's dad visiting a
friend in the hospital, I would like
nothing better than if you were to say,
"Well, I've read poems about
hospitals before, and they've rather
bored me, but this is something quite
different." I want you to say this sort
of thing not just because it gives me
pleasure to know I've written a good
poem, but also simply because I'm
glad the poem gives you pleasure.
But I also want to go beyond giving

you enjoyment. I want my writing to
propagandize you . Yes, you've just
read me correctly. You needn't start
this paragraph again. I want you to
agree with the things I assert in my
writing. Whether in an essay I claim
flat out that Christianity is the only
true religion or I write a poem which
implies that love is not an antidote to
all this world's problems, in everything I write I jnevitably claim certain
things about the way the world is.
Because I do not intend to make false
assertions, I want you to agree with
what my essays claim and my poems
present. If I can find just a few recruits
for my camp, I will be encouraged to
fight for what I believe to be true, and
I will be delighted if in battling for
truth I overrun and capture a few people who are confused and wandering
in no-man's land.
Of course, truth being relative (this
many sociologists and some philosophers tell me), some of you are bound
to disagree with my ideas about truth.
You sort of people I like almost as
much as those who agree with me.
Almost as much, because I do get upset
and red in the face when you confront
me and, worse yet, sometimes you
particularly embarrass me by showing
me wrong. But I do like you. I like you
because you are concerned about what
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is true, and what truth is is always closer to a common understanding of
worth talking and arguing about. I like what our world is like, about what
you because you are willing to res- truth is, after all. We may even be able
pond, to be active. You're willing to to establish some sort of orthodoxy
jump out of your chair and scream that we all can feel comfortable with.
because you're outraged at me. You're
Of course, I'm not saying that
willing to stop me in the Commons establishing such an orthodoxy is simAnnex and tell me that I've written a ple. Neither will I claim that writing
racist poem when my persona calls the is necessarily the most effective means
shoplifter he's caught "my negro." I for building a community of orthodox
want you to call me on the phone to belief. Literature is merely a planet,
tell me you're worried about how in maybe only an asteroid, certainly not
a certain essay I've described my per- the sun, in the solar system of sociesonal faith, and I certainly want you ty . Essays and poems aren't going to
to tell me if you think I've fallen into bring us together any faster than panel
the mirey pit of heresy. I want all of discussions in the Meeter Center, the
you who disagree with me to write im- annual Synod meetings, or all-campus
passioned letters to me and send them shoeless dances in the gym will. On
off before your sense of decorum the other hand, it isn't clear that
returns. You should write me, or else writing does any worse than dances
talk to me when you find me sun- in the gym or the CRC Synod at
bathing on the commons lawn, for at building a community that agrees or
least two reasons; first, I still want to just gets along with each other. While
convince you that I am right; second, Synod has kept the CRC in agreement
and probably more convincing to you, on things like the virgin birth and inif I am racist or heretical or misguided, fant baptism, it's had more difficulty
I want you to convince me that I am ·with women in church office, for inwrong. I really do, after all, want to stance. Although at the all-campus
know what's right. Through our dances couples get pretty close
disagreements and accusations, name- together whenever Barry Manilow is
calling and arguing, we may at least played, I suspect that certain girls
learn to respect each other, may stand forlorn against the walls during
perhaps decide that we like one the slow dances and that certain guys
another, and, possibly, we may get stand out on the steps in the cold
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night, not wanting to risk rejection.
And while I've heard that the dances
are well attended, I can personally
testify that not the whole campus goes
to all-campus dances . Surely as many
people read Dialogue as attend the allcampus dances, and more people read
Chimes than attend Synod or, in
abstentia, peruse Acts of Synod. Yet,
writing doesn't occupy a privileged
place in the Calvin College agenda of
bringing justice, peace, and freedom
to the world.
But at this moment writing does occupy a special place in our building of
a community. You're sitting there
reading this without me sitting beside
you to explain: the contact I have with
you was initiated and, essentially,
brought to a close about a month ago,
when I put the finishing touches on
this essay, so the only possibility for
our communicating is through written
words. The fact that you're here and
now and I'm somewhere else and
back a few weeks means that what I
write and how I write it is of crucial
importance. It's all rather simple: I
write well, you enjoy reading what
I've written, you feel a certain
closeness to me, we have the beginnings of a community; I write poorly,
you quit halfway through (which
means about right here), you close

Dialogue and get out your biology text,
we don't get our community off to a
very good start. The formula can also
be turned around, if you were beginning to wonder if the burden of communicating lies entirely with me: you
read me sympathetically and attentively, you read this article to the end
andDialogue from cover to cover, you
are drawn a bit closer to me and the
whole Dialogue staff, and we're getting
somewhere. If you read my article and
the rest of Dialogue unkindly, we're in
trouble. But you are, naturally, concerned about our little society at
Calvin College and the big society that
stretches beyond it to the ends of the
earth, so I trust you'll read this article
lovingly. Since I'm concerned about
the same societies that you' re interested in, I'll do my best to write this
thing well, so that one day late in May,
when you're sitting on one of the
plump, green couches in the Commons Annex, reading this article, you
won't look up with a dumb look and
say, "Gee, I don't get it." Of course,
since we' re both members of the same
community, you'll forgive me when
my sense of good English prose breaks
down, especially because I've already
forgiven you for the dumb-founded
expression on your face.
So that in a month or so we'll make

some kind of connection, here I sit trying to coax a collection of written
words into an intelligent, coherent,
entertaining, compelling essay. How
do I do it? The paper is blank before
me (I'm at the top of a fresh sheet). I
would rather just leave it blank, rather
not go through the effort of pressing
the lead of my pencil to the paper. I
would rather simply think my own
thoughts and feel my own feelings,
except-you knew this was coming,
although you expected a but-except
for the fact that as soon as I think
thoughts and feel feelings, I want to
share them with someone, with you.
Religion profs tell me that this is one
of the elements of my divine image;
sociology profs tell me that this impulse is something common to all
human beings. Whatever the
theological and sociological implications, I know that when I think and
feel various things, I want to share
those things with other people. But
right now I can't just run over to your
room and yank you away from the
MASH episode you're watching or,
worse yet, drag you out of bed. First,
you wouldn't be ii\ the mood to listen
to my ramblings. I need you to come
to me of your own accord. I need for
you to pick up this magazine and to
start reading it without my forcing you

to do so. In the second place, if I were
to try to tell you what I'm thinking and
feeling, right now, in person, it would
all come out wrong. Either I'd think
too slowly and you'd get bored, or it
would all come out too quickly and I'd
confuse you. I need as much time as
I need to put this essay into a form that
says what I want it to say, and you
need as much time as you need to
decipher this thing, whether that
means browsing through it while you
sit on the potty or, while you sit at a
study carrel, analyzing this essay's
stylistic elements, researching my
biography, and doing scansion of individual lines. To give both of us the
time we need, I don't talk. I write.
I first of all pay attention to words.
Words are all I have, so I have to
cherish them, let them have their own
way sometimes, not force them to do
what they don't want to do or can't
do. Using words is not unlike dating
an amiable yet independent girl. Such
a girl has to be respected and has to
be given space to do her own thing.
So it is with words: I have to realize
that every word I've written so far has
to be respected-it shapes you my
reader's perception of each new word
I write. I also have to realize that each
word has to be given.space to grow-I
should allow each word to suggest
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what new words to scribble down. If
in the first line of a sonnet I dedicate
the poem to "Athena, goddess wise,"
the word wise is going to shape
significantly the way I describe my
goddess: Athena cannot be a fastliving, promiscuous goddess; she
must be reserved, cooly rational,
chaste. A single word, chaste, takes
over and demands that I shape the
rest of the poem in a certain way.
I realize, however, that ultimately I
am in control of every word that goes
down on paper, every word that is
crossed out, every word that gets
typed. In this way, my relationship
towards words is decidedly unlike my
relations with people. People-and
women especially-have minds of
their own; they don't usually do what
you want them to do. Although words
sometimes seem to have minds of
their own, this is an illusion. Words
do not have minds of their own. The
problem of words getting out of control is not due to some willfulness on
their part but to my inability to control words properly. Whether I handle words well or not, I am in control.
I get to exterminate whatever words
I don't like (if only Hitler had been a
writer instead of a dictator). I can write
as many drafts of an essay or poem as
I like. If in one of my poems, about,
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say, someone driving down a high- whether the changes I make or the
way while listening to Beethoven sym- poem itself is good or bad.
phonies, I write a line like "the music
I do aim to make the poem good, of
skips and leaps, a hundred-year-old course. I want the essay well written.
man in a late-model Ford, I can I want to improve individual
quickly excise it if the line makes me sentences, lines, and words. I have to
think of a corny television commercial pay attention to paragraphs, a beginor whatever. I can cross out the line ning, an end, a middle too. If I start
and in the margin rewrite it like this; to think about you, my dear reader, or
"the music skips and leaps, a mad lit- at least if I overindulge in thinking
tle man in a moon-full meadow.'' I like about the joy you're going to have
it. But my friends who read it don't, reading this, in the end, you won't get
and a month later I decide I don't like much joy out of what I write. I won't
it either. I can throw it out! I can be paying enough attention to the
decide that I don't want to personify words I'm using. Similarly, if I think
the music as a dwarf. I can decide, too much about my own thoughtssince the highway in my poems runs about how cathartic this writing
through the country, that I'll use some business is and so forth-then too I'll
image from the countryside. I'll use lose contact with what I'm writing. I'll
the scene of an Airstream trailer, start '' expressing myself'' instead of
parked in a KOA, with a fire burning writing expressive words. Of course,
beside it. So I write the following: while writing I do think a bit about
"The music leaps. Sparks flutter up both myself and you, my audience; in
beside a glimmering Airstream, fact, I can get away with thinking quite
sucked into blue impassive space, a bit of us, I believe. But at a certain
snuffed out. I can make such radical point I can think about us too much
changes even a few minutes before the ·and words too little. And it isn't difpoem goes to the printer to be pub- ficult to recognize when this happens.
lished in Dialogue magazine. And Usually a simple quantitative analysis
when it appears, if I decide I don't like is all that's needed: if I'm still on the
it, I can still cross out the lines and same sheet I began with two hours
write new ones. It's always my poem, before, then I've been concentrating
whether I keep changing it or I decide on myself or on you rather than
to leave it as it is. I'm in control, writing. i'm so absorbed thinking
11
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Aescetic

.b out how I'm going to get one of you
o go out with me on a date, or I'm so
vorried about my next German test,
hat I can't think about anything so
rivial as words . On these nights, I
von't stay at my desk long. Pretty
:oon I'm flirting with you over the
,hone or translating Faust in the study
·oom. On other nights, I'm ready to
iivide my attention among you and I
md words. Then I can lock myself
1way in my room, ignore the noise of
:he television set, blaring there in the
Jther room where you' re sitting on the
:ouch. Be sure, though, that as soon
:1s I put some words down in the right
Jrder, you'll see me out in the living
room, plopping down nonchalantly
Jn the couch. Be sure I'll ask you,
::asually, if you'd like to hear
5omething I've just written.

From the corridor Dad saw him,
rigid, kept still
in the purged light.
Dad approached, said "It's me."
One eye opened.
The other eye strained,
stayed shut.
"It's Bill, your friend,"
offered Dad, and circling the bed
he pulled up a chair
beside the good eye.
"Has your family been here, Vic?"
Vic didn't move;
his good eye was fixed,
a marble in a trophy's skull.
Dad put a hand on his,
separated by the sheet.
Vic drooled, and my father
wiped his jowls
with a balled-up handkerchief.
Through the grooves in Vic's cheeks
fresh tears ran,
and Dad soaked them up
with the same warm handkerchief.
-Mark Van Wienen
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Rooms Adjoining

For Athena, who never sleeps

My sister whimpered while asleep,
plaintive enough to sound through my wall
and bring me swimming up from sleep;
yet quiet: too quiet for Mom to hear,
to creak upstairs and part her
from the dream clutched tightly to her head.
Each taut exhalation brought
another whine, but none so hysteric
to drive the dream away. I listened tensed
above my pillow, sat up, backbone rigid,
quiet to the sound. Pausing
to hear each cry, I came reverent
into my sister's room. In the light
soaking through the curtains, I saw
her eyebrows gathered, forehead pinc~ed.

I honor you, Athena, goddess wise,
Of books and pencils queen. At your request
I spurn my lusts for food and friends and rest.
Each night I contemplate with reddened eyes
Your features: chiseled nose, a point that defies
My explication; sternly rational breast,
Precise behind-twin arguments that test
My powers to dissect and analyze.
Yet in the dark temptation of the night,
Prior to translating Faust, before I quite
Get round to Ethics, I am often led
To err: though still the lamp supplies me light,
I rest my leaden pencil, then my head,
And somewhat later guiltily crawl to bed.
-Mark Van Wienen

She bolted at the shock of my hand
to her shoulder, recoiled from the man
beside her bed; covered her head,
embarrassed, when she saw it was me.
"All right?" I asked.
"Yes, fine."
"I thought you were dreaming."
"I'm fine," she said, and I went backwards
to the door, mumbling apologies.
In bed again, I heard her in the hall
and down the stairs, parted the curtains to see
as she rattled the front door shut.
She stood on our walk, pausing,
squinting at the street lamp.
On the sidewalk she tested
the concrete, considered,
placed a foot in the shadow
that grew with each slow step down the walk.
She stopped, then shook
her sleep-tossed hair, turned
and cartwheeled into the light.
-Mark Van Wienen
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Untitled

Lisa Ramsey

Morning Scholars ...
. . . Lying so primly propped -John Crowe Ransom
We are scholars
to the corps.
We have open-minds.
When the procession of knowledge
comes, formal and sad,
and the professor with a final blessing
consigns it to our keeping,
we finish our last writing,
gaze at the study,
and, for one reason or another,
cry.
Then we shovel the dark earth over quickly.
-Mike Rubingh

Untitled
34
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Greg Stepanek

1e Policeman's Beard is Half-Conructed: Computer Prose and Poetry
r Racter. Racter Program and Intro1ction by William Chamberlain. Ilstrations by Joan Hall Warner Books.
.95.
1

In 1975, in a burst of linguisticfecunty, Dialogue printed four articles on
nguage. This article, I dare say, is a
mtinuation of that theme eleven
~ars later in the phosphorescent light
: the computer revolution. Compurs in one form or another have in1.dated our lives and, like lemmings,
we multiplied freely. They can be
ightening. More often perhaps, they
m be annoying. And, of course, they
:e terribly useful. But most people are
nwilling to grant the fact that a comuter can be artistic. Yes, they admit,
n.e might by used as a means to art,
,pecially as a tool for graphic artist or
msician. Even by the literary the
Jmputer is loved as a word processor
n.d filer. But can a computer be in
Jme sense autonomously artistic, can

it create on its own? That is what this
mass of semi-coherent data masquerading as a book review is all about.
According to the book's bright red
cover, The Policeman's Beard is HalfConstructed is the first book ever written by a computer. Thus Racter, its
author, is likely the first published
non-human ever. This in itself is
enough to warrant its inclusion on any
four-foot shelf beside Lucretius' Nature
of Things and Darwin's Origin of the
Species and other well-read classics.
The book, therefore, is an event, but
what of its content? In a word, it is
weird. The intriguing illustrations by
Joan Hall, featuring a juxtaposition of
''old-fashioned'' black-and-white line
drawings and modern computer
graphics, effectively add to the weirdness. But approached with an open
mind, the book seems almost a torrent
of creativity. Those who see it can't
put it down. The introduction-the
only section not written by Racterexp lains Racter' s nbt-so-serious
purpose:

Why have a computer talk endlessly and in perfect English about
nothing? Why arrange it so that
no one can have prior knowledge
of what it is going to say?
Why? Simply because the output generated by such programming can be fascinating, humorous, even aesthetically pleasing.
Prose is the formal communication of the writer's experience,
real and fancied . But, crazy as this
may sound, suppose we remove
that criterion; suppose we somehow arrange for the production of
prose that is in no way contingent
upon human experience . What
would that be like?
And almost as if in reply, Racter blurts
out ''Enthralling stories about animals
are in my dreams, and I will sing them
all if I am not exhausted and weary.''
Racter is clever, considering he was
written in BASIC on a microcomputer
with only 64K memory! The Racter
program, mentioned in Commodore's
Compute magazine, is currently
Ofalo~nP
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available for the Macintosh, Apple II,
and IBM Pc microcomputers. As a
veteran programmer of a veteran
machine-the plain-vanilla Apple II, I
am amazed that such complexity can
be programmed in BASIC. Even more
amazing does it appear when considering some of the classic ''language'' programs written for micros in
the past, the primitive precursors of
Racter.
When I was little, a word game
called Mad Libs was popular at parties. One person would ask for a number of nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and
occasionally a place or name. That person used the group's replies to fill in
the blanks in a story. The story was
then read. As you probably know, the
results were often hilarious, especially when the names of people present
were used. Mad Libs, it turns out, are
well-suited to the computer; the story
template can be used again and again,
and the words chosen can be used for
more than one story. A program I
found called "Random" Insults fol-

lows the same principle. It does just
what the name says: prints pages of
vivid insults simply by choosing random words. At its simplest level
Racter operates exactly like these: it
uses simple word-substitution. The
success of Racter depends on the rules
that he employs to choose words.
A step up from simple substitution
programs are those that appear to respond intelligently to human input.
The psychoanalyst program know as
Eliza is the paradigm for these. Written by Joseph Weizenbaum back in
1966, this program created quite a stir
when it was made public. Many actually felt the computer "understood"
their emotional traumas, and they
confided in it. A look at the program
shows the truth: Eliza merely follows
some sophisticated pattern-matching
rules and gives pat responses. She
doesn't understand a thing. This is not
to imply that she is useless as far as
psychology is concerned; she often
sparks interesting revelations from patients who might be intimidated by a

human psychologist. The latter then
can take advantage of such data. l
remember the case of a friend from
high school, Steve, who like myself,
was interested in artificial intelligence.
At the annual science fair he brought
out his own expanded version of Eliza,
which he cleverly disguised with a different female name. His programlet's call it Lisa-stored the dialogues
it had with passersby to disk. Needless to say, we had great fun reading
them all later. Above all we enjoyed
instances of the Mad Libs type of incongruity which Lisa was especially
prone to. The smallness of the program made Eliza's "ignorance" inevitable. However, considering the
traditional stereotype of the dispassionate, detached psychoanalyst, Eliza
makes a fair showing even in my
short, generic version from Creative
Computing. The following dialogue
occurred between Eliza and myself.
HI! I'M ELIZA. WHAT'S YOUR
PROBLEM?

An eagle flies high, it flies higher than a sea gull.
But the crow wings rapidly from tree to bush to
hedge. The same can be true of life and of death.
Sometimes life flies high, sometimes death wings
rapidly. Sometimes it is spoken that death wings
from tree to bush to hedge. Sometimes it does not .

My grades are terrible!
IAY, DO YOU HAVE ANY PSY:HOLOGICAL PROBLEMS?
Just that I'm failing Psych.
VHAT DOES THAT SUGGEST TO
1

0U?

I'm stupid, stupid!
SEE.
How can you see without any eyes?
)ON'T YOU BELIEVE I CAN SEE
!\TITHOUT ANY EYES?
No, so prove it.
\RE YOU SAYING NO JUST TO BE
\JEGATIVE?
Absolutely not.
x:'OU ARE BEING A BIT NEGATIVE.
So you want to fight, do you!
NE WERE DISCUSSING YOU\JOT ME
Don't back down, friend!
WHY DO YOU BRING UP THE TOP[C OF FRIENDS?
I . . . I don't have any friends.
DO YOUR FRIENDS WORRY YOU?
Yes, the friends I don't have worry
me!
ARE YOU SURE?

Do you wear a Freudian slip?
OH, I WEAR A FREUDIAN SLIP?
Aha, you do!
YOU'RE NOT REALLY TALKING
ABOUT ME, ARE YOU?
Yes, is it all really sex?
I SEE.
What? what lurid visions?
WHY DO YOU ASK?
I belong to the Moral Majority.
I'M NOT SURE I UNDERSTAND
YOU FULLY .
My name is Jerry Falwell.
NAMES DON'T INTEREST ME.
So it is sex, isn't it!
COME COME, ELUCIDATE YOUR
THOUGHTS .. .
During my senior year in high
school, Steve and I began a debate
about the possibility of computer intelligence. Set on' maintaining the
uniqueness of human beings, I argued
the position of Lady Lovelace, considered by some to be the first programmer, who in partnership with the
eccentric Charles Babbage conceived

(100 years ahead of their time) the
grand idea of the first programmable
computer. They failed in construction
of their '' Analytical Engine,'' but only
because the necessary technology was
not available. Ada, who was by the
way (appropriately enough in the article's context) the daughter of Lord
Byron, the poet, made a famous statement to the effect of: "Computers can
only do what we know how to order
them to do; they cannot originate
anything on their own." Wondering
about Lady Lovelace's claim, I wrote
a little program that composed haikus.
Haikus are a form of Japanese poetry
usually defined as a triad of fiveseven-five syllables. Because of their
rigid structure, the program to create
them was simple. It simply chose
words randomly from a pool of about
30 words and counted syllables. Some
were almost profound.

magical cat night
animals sculpture wonder
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cat magical thought
cat softly cat strange
magical phosphor woman
phosphor night clutched dark
uncomprehending
endless melancholy sky
uncomprehending
Whether good or bad, in using the
random number generator, the computer seemed unpredictable, almost
creative; it was originating haikus I
certainly had never thought of. This
bothered me. Was Lady Lovelace's
statement false? This question
demands a philosophical inquiry into
the meaning of creativity and originality. I decided to attack the problem
from another angle. There is a more
severe limitation concerning computer
poetry, and it obviously applies to
Racter. It is simply this: the computer
can't tell when it's written something
good. My program was cranking out
hundreds of lines a minute in perfect
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form; it could tell a haiku from a handsaw, so to speak, but the poems were
all the same in the computer's eyes.
Indeed, it is often said give a computer
enough time and it will produce the
complete works of William Shakespeare. Or give x monkeys typewriters
and they will eventually produce the
entire literary output of mankind.
Although the average time needed to
complete either of these even using
several computers is ridiculously
large, take the case where the computer by a fluke produced the Shakespeare permutation of letters without
error. Of what good would it be? The
computer wouldn't recognize the
worth of what it had done. If the computer produced something novel, the
analogue of Shakespeare in today's
world, it couldn't recognize its own
brilliance. Some believe a computer
will never be a good poet-that is,
write and recognize good poetrybecause it lacks a human soul and
emotions, both necessary for any kind
of supra-logical ju?gement. Others,

mostly those interested in artificial intelligence, claim that a computer could
write and recognize good poetry if
only it had access to enough knowledge. In other words, if the computer
could hold and analyze enough poetry
it would begin to outdo even the best
of human writers. Unfortunately (or
fortunately, depending on how you
look at it), the design of today's computers makes this impossible. Even
our most advanced machines are
primitive beside the human brain.
Therefore, even as complex a program
as Racter will have its moments of
nonsense. They can often be more intriguing and more humorous than
Mad Libs or Eliza. Here is the finale
to Racter' s only short story '' Soft
Ions.''
If John could ruminate that his
jacket was terrifying or dazzling
or sickening, then his consciousness required no deepening: sickening jackals were far from captivating electrons in anyone's
ideas, and for a quantum logician

Reflections and images appear
And are watched and seen by Bill
And Sarah though their passion
Is pale and their hearts shattered.
There is nothing to be done.
There is something to be done.
· A torpid badger sleeps in their
Fantasies and they dream of
Eagles winging in the cold air
Of night.

to fantasize, this was important.
And just ruminate about an oboist wanting cougars; fantastic!
Mathew gazed at Mark, stared at
John, then glimpsed Helene
peeking back at him; momentarily he knew that she was happily
hopeful and scared. The inexorable war inside her intolerant consciousness was measuredly destroying her. ·
''Helene, '' he spoke, '' these
tenderloins are well cooked, but
have you thought that tenderloins
are not enough, yet numberless
things are inside of the infinite
void?"
Nevertheless, Racter often seems to
.1ave moments of amazing lucidity in
Nhich he is apparently coherent and
ndubitably grammatical. His gramnar would make an English professor
Jroud. The introduction makes the
:omment: ''The specifics of communication in this instance would
prove of less importance than the fact
that the computer was in fact com-

municating something. In other
words, what the computer says would
be secondary to the fact that it says it
correctly." Why can Racter write so
flawlessly? As it turns out, he has a
tradition behind him. Much of computer theory is rooted in linguistics.
The two fields overlap precisely in a
book such as this one. Computer programmers are indebted to the English
department. And so, as a little background on the English side, I'd like to
examine one of the Dialogue articles I
mentioned in the beginning.
In "A look at Noam Chomsky," a
student, Joel Kuipers, contrasts the
behavioristic and Chomskian theories
of language. According to behaviorists, babies are given a constant barrage of words to imitate by their
parents, and when s'ome babbling
even approaches a <vord the rapturous
parents reward the child. Thus the
parents positively reinforce certain
sounds and later certain words, such
as "Ma-ma" and "Da-da." To a
behaviorist, all language results from

experience. A few decades ago, seemingly out of thin air, came a linguist
named Noam Chomsky who critically demolished parts of behaviorism
and propounded his own system.
Language is innate for Chomsky, a
standard function embedded in the
human brain; how else could we learn
so much language in so few years of
childhood? Language is an absolute in
human consciousness from birth,
''learned'' a la Plato through rediscovery. Therefore, all languages of
the world have a common underlying
structure. This underlying structure
becomes important in computer
science.
In any discussion of language a split
can be made between the grammatical
structure and punctuation which can
be classed together under syntax, and
the meaning behind words, commonly known as semantics. In analyzing
Racter, I'd like to make such a division. My exploration is neither comprehensive nor definitive; it is
speculative. I had to approach Racter
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as a "black-box": by examining his
output, I tried to predict what goes on
inside.
Syntax was easier than semantics, of
course. In this area, CPSC 251
(Discrete Structures) and English 329
(Linguistics) overlap. Chomsky was
the first to define what he called a
phrase-structure or grammar. A grammar is given by a set of rules called
productions.
(sentence) = (subject) (predicate)
(subject) = (noun phrase) / (article)
(noun phrase)
(noun phrase) = (noun) / (adjective)
(noun phrase)
(predicate) = (verb phrase)
(verb phrase) = (verb)/ (verb) (object)
(object) = (direct object) I (indirect
object) (direct object) /(prep. phrase)
(direct object) = (noun phrase) /
(noun phrase) (prep. phrase)
(indirect object) = (noun phrase)
(prep. phrase) = (prep) / (prep)
(noun phrase)
(noun) = fox/ dog/log
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(verb) = jumped
(adjective) = quick/brown/lazy
(prep) = over
(article) = The/ A
This is just a small example grammar.
It doesn't come near the complexity of
the English language, although a
larger grammar could. All the words
with the left and right parentheses
around them are called non-terminals
or variables. Those without parentheses are called terminals. A" derivation'' using this grammar involves
starting with (sentence) and substituting equivalent variables and terminals
step by step until the sentence created
contains only terminals. The result is
called a string. Clearly, typists'
favorite sentence ''The quick brown
fox jumped over the lazy dog'' is a
string by this grammar. So is '' A fox
jumped over the brown log." For that
matter, so is "The quick brown log
jumped over the lazy fox''! A derivation may be nonsense, but its grammer is always entirely legal. This is a

marvelous insight into Racter. When
Racter writes '' maniacal leopards were
swallowing loony oboists," he is making perfect sense . . . grammatically.
Many of Racter' s sentences beat any
in the best of college term papers! The
grammar he uses must be enormous.
A far more mysterious matter is
Racter' s control over semantics. In the
introduction to the book the programmer tells us that Racter keeps track of
certain words or phrases (i.e. themes/
subjects) which appear and reappear
in a block of prose. ''This seems to
spin a thread of what might initially
pass for coherent thinking." Obviously, Racter's control over meaning is
somewhat lackluster. Other semantic
limitations of the program are also obvious. Since he exists on a microcomputer, Racter' s vocabulary is very
limited. The base vocabulary is also
chosen by the programmer, and is
thus determined by personal preference. As if to make up for a limited
vocabulary, the programmer has
chosen extra-colorful words. There is

At all events my own essays and dissertations about love
and its endless pain and perpetual pleasure will be
known and understood by all of you who read this and
talk or sing or chant about it to your worried friends
or nervous enemies. Love is the question and the subject
of this essay. We will commence with a question: does
steak love lettuce? This question is implacably
hard and inevitably difficult to answer. Here is
a question: does an electron love a proton,
or does it love a neutron? Here is a question: does
a man love a woman or, to be specific and to be
precise, does Bill love Diane? The interesting
and critical response to this question is: no! He
is obsessed and infatuated with her. He is loony
and crazy about her. That is not the love
of steak and lettuce, of electron and proton and
neutron . This dissertation will show that the
love of a man and a woman is not the love of
steak and lettuce. Love is interesting to me
and fascinating to you but it is painful to
Bill and Diane. That is love!

plethora of ''dreams'' and '' disserltions" and "anguish" in Racter' s
Jeech. Another interesting quirk is
acter' s unscrupulousness in choostg combinations of words . Having no
mscience, he writes things people
erhaps wouldn't write, resulting in
"naive" vulgarity. It is, as I said
efore, interesting to say the least.
ast of all, the program could use a deent check for synonyms; Racter is too
rone to redundancy. I will criticize no
mger. Philology, the study of seman_cs, is an incredibly tricky business.
'll leave you with one stanza from an
dmirable example of translation
:iken out of Douglas Hofstadter's
,ook Goedel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal
;olden Braid. Normal translators rely
m definitions found in dictionaries.
'his translation is unique in having no
ecourse to definition, for it is nonense, albeit very famous nonsense.
Twas brillig and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:
All mimsy were the borogoves,

And the mome raths outgrabe.
Il brilgue: les toves lubricilleux
Se gyrent en vrillant dans le guave.
Enmimes sont les gougebosqueux
Et le momerade horsgave.
Es brillig war. Die schlicten Toven
Wirrten and wimmelten in Waben;
Und aller-mumsige Burggoven
Die mohmen Rath ausgraben.
At first a computer, given rules for
word conversion between languages,
might seem to be better at such a
translation as "Jabberwocky," not
having to worry about meaning. But
considering the possible mixtures of
meaning that human beings intuitively feel in words such as "slithy," the
computer might fail miserably in the
''effectiveness'' of its translation. According to the noted critic Humpty
Dumpty, "slithy" is a combination of
"slimy" and "lithe" in both sound
and sense. (To learn other nonsense
words, see Humpty's exegesis of the

poem to Alice in Through the Looking
Glass!)
A poem by Lewis Carroll is doubtless a fitting conclusion to this article.
Carroll was first and foremost in his
life a fine mathematician and logician.
But in poems like ''The Walrus & The
Carpenter" and stories like Alice in
Wonderland he achieves, in a marvelous interweaving of science and fantasy, what is regarded today as classic
literature. If I were to choose a
modern-day successor to Lewis Carroll, it would have to be Douglas
Hofstadter, whose three massive
volumes Goede[, Escher, Bach, The
Mind's I, and Metamagical Themas have
together become the veritable bible of
artificial intelligence enthusiasts.
Hofstadter, a computer scientist, is
nevertheless artistic. His literary skill,
like Carroll's, is highly acclaimed;
Goedel, Escher, Bach won a Pulitzer
Prize in 1980. What am I getting to,
finally? We need people to be synthesizers of diverging fields of
knowledge; we need computer scienDialogue 41

tists interested in the literary and
poetic, and we need English majors
willing to approach and write about
the imaginative uses of computers.
Racter can be seen as a brainchild of
these two extremes. While he now,
like an infant, has tremendous difficulty with at least the semantics of
language, perhaps given a few
decades of instruction by human beings he will grow up and become
fluent. Althought his present tendency to babble nonsense like a baby
betrays the computer, we should not,
because of that, dismiss him totally.
For even admitting his computerhood,
Racter at times reaches in his writing
a pathos that is almost human, almost
the poet.
"I gave the man a coat. I gave the
woman a brassiere.
I gave myself an electric current. We
all were
happy and full of delight. take the coat
from the
man and remove the brassiere from
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the woman and take
the electric current from me and we
will be sad
and full of anguish.''

The Hu man Cond·t·
110n

Judy Horst
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(And a Good Time Was Had by All)
-Kurt Hoeksem,

Yeah, I guess I was and still am. The
precedents came early in life. I allowed my
mother to wash my dirty laundry and my
father to teach physics at a high school without
questioning their roles. Now, at that time, I
wasn't fully aware of the broad spectrum
which my sexism covered. I had no sisters to
practice on, so I had to wait until I entered
school. A girl two years my elder walked me
to school because my mother feared that some
older kid might pummel me on the way. My
sexism budded during that time. I actually fell
in love with her. But after a year, I realized we
weren't going to get married. We were drifting apart; communication failed. I then refused
to hold her hand, and in defiance I would walk
a few strides ahead of her. At the beginning
of second grade, I made a complete break from
her (with my mother's permission) and started
my dramatic road to manhood and dominion
over women. In fifth grade, I had another close
call, but I staved off the girl and the need for
love from the fair sex. And luckily, I never did
get the cooties while in elementary school.
Junior high was a tumultuous time for me .
I didn't have much time for girls then. I was
too busy avoiding bullies. During eighth
grade, though, I did fall for a girl who could
actually play sports. There were four of us who
were madly in love with her, and we showed
her our love by dropping a plastic spider down
her baritone. (Incidentally, it reemerged one
day in the instrument's middle valve.) She sort
of had a boyfriend, but the four of us vowed
in her yearbook that in the coming year we
would battle for her. I had to add an '' if I'm
still around'' clause to my signing, because our
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family was considering moving. Once again
fortune sided with me, we moved a mile away
and I've never seen her again to this day.
When I finally made it into high school
women problems were held to a minimum
After a stretch of visiting the local library a
least once a week to see the girl I liked in ac
tion, I finally got the nerve to call and ask he
out. She said that she had plans (somethini
like the "I gotta write my senator" trick), am
I was saved again from further disaster. (
decided I hadn't wanted her, anyway.)
managed to evade the spell of love for tw<
years after that. But during my senior year,
developed a taste for unusual, intellectua
women. One young woman interested me
and I interested her. I played hard to ge
(maybe too hard to get), and not until after W<
graduated did we do those things such ai
bowling or checking out books that boys anc
girls tend to do. We discussed physics, Walke:
Percy (a male novelist), and missions, and ther
we each went on one. I went North, and shE
went to India. While in Alaska, I learned abou
rugged women, early marriages (committee
for the lack of anything better to do), and thE
only option for weekend fun: necking,
although I wouldn't know from personal experience. While in India, she learned that girlE
there weren't considered by their fathers aE
offspring. We saw each other for a few dayE
before the summer ended, but then she moved
on to the University of Michigan, and I settled
here . We still have an excellent relationship,
and write long analytic and expository letters
to each other on sexism and the male and
female ego.
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After that summer of admiring Alaskan
women, I moved on to college. My freshman
year saw me falling for women who were impossible to get, namely female Thespian-types.
During the summer after my freshman year,
I had a revelationary and revolutionary experience. I worked at a ladies' department
store. I discovered that the fair sex was actually
disgusting. They made me clean the noxious
ladies' room. They made me vacuum the
lingerie room. They subjected me to "men"
jokes. And they even tried to sell me a teddythat-was-not-there for a non-existent girlfriend. I stumbled through the first few weeks
of my sophomore year not wanting to believe
this standard of women's conduct. I wasn't
disappointed. I had my first association with
a femme fatale. She fascinated me and almost
sucked me up. After a long time of deliberation, I committed the most vile, sexist act: over
Christmas break, I sent her a dozen red roses.
Looking back, I committed this sexist act for
two reasons. This was one woman who was
going places and so I had to associate with her.
The other reason was to test and see if she was
psychotic like Sylvia Plath (a female novelist
and poet) and like Sylvia would violently react
against the roses and trash them. This femme
took it well, so I guessed that all bright girls
weren't totally psychotic. She soon found a
boyfriend (it was nearing the end of her senior
year), and I gave up any idea of romantic
endeavor. I succeeded at love, or failed once
again. A couple of months have passed since
then, and I've now found another woman
who captivates me. But this leads me to
wonder how many more girls I have to go
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through before I receive my MR. degree. AftE
all, that was why I came to Calvin. And I ca
already see it now .. . I'll degrade this ne,
woman and lose her, too. My frustrations lea1
me to thoughts of celibacy and suicide (is ther
a difference?). And my agony and love g,
walking hand in hand.
-photo by Bruce Wym,
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_ _Meditationc__ _ _ __

A seminarian once told me that above all else we are to follow Jesus, whoever that is,
whatever that means, wherever that goes . This riddle, a sometimes distant voice, is radical
and contrary to the ideals and demands of contemporary society. For if long ago a prophet
called out from the wilderness to follow Him, we are surrounded here and now with the
call to follow many gods. One god of overwhelming allure and subtlety is named success .
Friendships are formed for where they get us, and work places become racetracks to higher
pay and more prestige. College is reduced from education to statistics, and bookstores, including so-called religious stores, fill shelf space with how-to and get-better books. The Bible
as well becomes a set of proof texts or a grooming guide for the upwardy mobile. In short,
the doctrine of success is preached from many sorts of pulpits.
Within such a value system, what then is the meaning of persons? Success used as a standard can define identity and provide a criterion by which to judge how we see and understand each other and ourselves. But when this happens, personhood will be greatly violated
and diminished. When the worth of individuals is attached to what they have or what they
do, any portrait of who a person really is will be lost.
Of course, excellence is not to be discouraged. Talent and ability are God's gifts for us to
enjoy and even exhibit. A rigorous work ethic can be truly good for an individual and a
community; moreover, we must pray all our days for wisdom. Yet if success takes over as a
god, then we will surely miss the blessings and brimming health .
If we buy into the almighty success mentality with all its financial rewards and emotional
perks, we will never know who we are and who we are chosen to become.
The Lord's command to follow, to love our neighbor as ourselves, is in some ways a
strange and silly lovesong. Loving our neighbor demands that we be vulnerable and fiercely
compassionate, open to the wounds and joys of others as well as our own. Following Him
has almost nothing to do with success and almost everything to do with longing and with
weary feet. Still, if we travel this narrow path, often through the wilderness, we may find
to our surprise something of a home for ourselves. We may find that we are God's
children-no matter what. And we may finally come to know deep inside that we are
beloved first and forever, worthy and acceptable before His face because in our faces He
sees Himself.
-Natalie A. Dykstra
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